
The leader couples, Maria Gomez and José Maria Gonzalez (left) and Steve Fick and Signy
 Fridriksson (right), teach with honesty and candour, using current situations from their own lives to 
demonstrate various exercises and communication techniques.

In a welcoming and respectful environment, we will celebrate what is going well, identify our 
"growing edges" and develop tools to strengthen our couple relationships.

When:  Saturday,  June 17, 9 am - 6 pm and  Sunday, June 18, 9 am - 1 pm  
Where: Old Ottawa East, near Saint Paul University
Cost:  By donation* allowing you to be as generous as you are able without creating stress   
     *Suggested donation: $100-$400/couple
     *$30 USD/couple supports Friends Couple Enrichment (FCE) work in Canada & USA       
Food:  Each couple is asked to contribute a dish for lunch Saturday or snacks for the weekend

This workshop is for committed couples regardless of marital status or gender and is limited to eight 
couples. Please register early to avoid disappointment!

José Gonzalez and Maria Gomez have been married for 25 years and have two daughters who are in 
university. They have been involved in Couple Enrichment for six years and trained as Couple Enrichment 
Leaders in 2015.  José works with water management and Maria is a visual artist and teacher.

Signy Fridriksson  and Steve Fick have been married for 37 years and have three grown children. They’ve 
been involved in Couple Enrichment for over 30 years and are certified as both Couple Enrichment and 
Marriage Enrichment Leaders. Signy has an MA in Counselling and Spirituality and Graduate Diplpoma in 
Couple Counselling from Saint Paul University. Steve is an artist, cartographer, and relationship coach.

To register, contact  Signy or Steve at 613-233-8438 or signy@�ck.ca or steve@�ck.ca.
A $40 deposit is required to hold your space - Thanks!  

   Couple Enrichment Workshop
June 17 & 18, 2017

In a good relationship? Want to make it the best it can be?
Want to be part of a community of caring, committed couples?


